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The Gives and Takes of a Trump Presidency
In one of the most vitriolic US elections we have seen, the winner was a surprise but
the reaction by markets was even more surprising. Hilary was the odds-on favourite
to win and we believed markets would continue to trend up. After an initial
downward reaction by US stock markets (pre-opening) they quickly reversed and
finished the day up. The Trump victory not only caused the stock market to finish
higher but there were several other noticeable trends. First, there was a strong
reversal in preference of asset classes, away from fixed income securities towards
equities, then a change towards more domestically-oriented US companies, and
finally a change in investment style from growth towards value. We address each of
these trends and briefly review President-elect Donald Trump’s main economic
proposals.
The preference for equities was strong. According to Barron’s (November 21, 2016)
global equity ETF inflows were very strong, up $44.6 billion in the seven days
following the election, the second-largest on record. Bond funds were the big losers
as withdrawals for the same time period was $9.6 billion.
The Trump election caused investors to purchase more domestically-focused US
equities than those US companies with more international operations. For example,
the Russell 2000 index, composed of smaller US companies that derive a higher
proportion of their revenue from the US, outperformed the larger capitalization,
more internationally focused S&P 500 index (see the graph below).
Finally there was shift in investment style shortly after the election. Investors chose
to purchase more value stocks than growth ones. In the second graph is the Morgan
Stanley (MSCI) Value Index versus the MSCI Growth Index. MSCI defines value stocks
as those selling at a low price to book value, a low 12 month forward price to
earnings ratio and a relatively high dividend yield. Growth stocks have the opposite
characteristics.
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We are skeptical whether these trends will continue. In the case of value
outperforming growth, we view the bounce more of a “catch-up” and believe both
will soon increase at similar rates. Also the rush out of bond funds appears premature as many investors fear interest rates will rise substantially. We do not share
this belief; instead we believe interest rates will remain historically low and any
further increases will be gradual.
We do believe equity markets will continue to rise, though a pause may be in order.
Thus prefer equities over bonds. There are three reasons for our optimism. One,
much of the harsh rhetoric of Mr. Trump has moderated and further moderation is
expected. Secondly, earnings for the third quarter of 2016 have increased, breaking a
four quarter consecutive decline and estimates call for further increases. Finally,
odds suggest the Federal Reserve Board will modestly increase interest rates in
December and likely continue in 2017. Although some may view the rise in interest
rates as a negative for the stock market, we do not. Instead, we view it as
confirmation that the US economy continues to grow with little inflation.
If Trump’s proposals are enacted over the next several years it should have
significant implications for the US; both positive and negative. We start with two of
his most positive proposals followed by two negative ones.
Positive Proposals
 Tax Reform. Under his plan he would reduce the current seven tax brackets for
individuals into three and the current rate for capital gains and dividends will be
adjusted to the new brackets (see below). For businesses, he plans to reduce the
corporate income tax rate from 35% to 15%. In addition his plans call for a onetime repatriation of corporate profits held abroad at a tax rate of 10%. The U.S.
Tax Foundation commenting on his over-all tax plan said: “The plan (tax) would
also significantly reduce marginal rates and the cost of capital, which would lead
to higher long-run levels of GDP, wages and full-time equivalent jobs.”

Source: Alan Cole- US Tax Foundation September 2016



Infrastructure: Both Republicans and Democrats agree that re-building America’s
infrastructure is needed and would create jobs, but the Trump plan appears to
rely less on government and more on the private sector. The more infrastructure
spending that can be done by the private sector, the lower the financial burden
on the government and reduce the impact of government bureaucracy. Under
the Clinton plan, it would create a national infrastructure bank owned and
operated by the government. Two of Mr. Trump’s economic advisors recently
published a report (Trump Versus Clinton on Infrastructure, October 2016 by
Wilbur Ross and Peter Navarro) that outlines financial incentives to the private
sector that includes charging fees and tolls to users.
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Negatives Proposals
 Trade: Currently investors have over-looked his campaign proposal to impose
trade tariffs on imports from Mexico and China. If these proposals are enacted
there is a possibility of a trade war. The impact would be slower economic growth
and would cause inflation to rise.


Higher Debt: President elect Donald Trump will enter the office with the national
debt at a post-World War II high. Under his proposal this level will increase. We
illustrate this below:

Source: Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget-September 2016

The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget (CRFB) says “Unfortunately, neither
candidate has presented a proposal to address the growing national debt and put it
on a more sustainable path, nor have they offered a proposal for shoring up the
Social Security, Medicare, or Highway trust funds. As it currently stands, Donald
Trump’s proposals would still substantially worsen the debt.”
Conclusions
The details of President-elect Trump’s plans are still vague and subject to change. We
believe the two positive policy proposals we mentioned above are high on his
agenda, likely to be enacted and are very favourable for the economy and stock
markets. However, we also need to monitor the situation on the two negative
proposals as they could undo a lot of the benefits coming from a Trump
administration.
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